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English View Source Share Weight Base value 2 0 Not to be confused with a night hat. Grey Cowl Night is part of the equipment that is believed to have once been obsessed with Daedric Prince Night. Since Nocturnal is revered as the Mistress of the Shadow, the artifact is credited with stealth and secrecy. Legend has it
that it makes the wearer completely invisible to mortal eyes. It is, in particular, worn by Grey Fox, who stole it from her. The role in the story of the hood was stolen from a Night Thief named Emer Dareloth, the first grandmaster of the Thieves Guild. After the theft, Nocturnal cursed the hood so that the one who wore it
would be erased from history; everyone who knew this man would later forget who they were, too. This led to the fact that Count Corvus Umbrandox, otherwise known as the Grey Fox of the Thieves Guild, lost his royal connections when he took possession of it. His wife Millona's memory of him was clouded, and she
suspected him of running away, despite his marriage vows. Desperate to remove the curse from the bonnet, return to his position as Count and eventually revive his marriage, he hired the Hero kwach to steal the Elder's Scroll. Having succeeded in this, the Count was able to break the curse, remove the hood and return
to his wife. It is believed that the hero saved the hood and took over the mantle of Grey Fox. Effects while wearing the hood, one glory drops to 0 and the shame rises to 100. Shame can increase for every immoral act committed. Many characters will also have different reactions when engaging in conversation with the
owner. Specifically, all members of the Thieves Guild, residents of Dunbarrow Bay, and all beggars will speak in fear with the owner, with the impression that they are talking to Grey Fox themselves. Characters who are not members of the Church also recognize and beg to be spared the Grey Fox. In addition, wearing a
bonnet in public places accumulates 500 rewards, leading to the attack of all guards in the vicinity of the Hero. The owner is not given the opportunity to repay the award or the yield, and he can only resist arrest. This award cannot be removed by Armand Christophe or S'Krivova. The only way to remove this award is
either unequip Cowl (preferably in a safe place) or use the setcrimegold 0 team console, which will change the bounty of the goal by 0. In doing so this second option, however, the owners cannot speak to any guards, otherwise they will be treated as if they have generosity. The main advantage when wearing the hood is
all the crimes witnessed and committed are charged by the Grey Fox persona rather than by the player's character. This allows even good characters to steal and kill without consequences. Although legend has it that the wearer becomes invisible, it is not a trait got to wear it. The little things written on the front of the
hood are words that, in the alphabet Daedric means: Shadow hide Ou. U was omitted. The phrase is used by members Guild, as well as Nightingale. The latter believe that after death they merge with shadows covered with a cloak of protection and riddles. The root of the phrase is thought to stem from this post-life
myths. Being one of the very few witnesses, Umbranoxs anvils have very different reactions to wearing Cowl. Millona Umbrandox replies: Leave me alone Gray Fox, your presence here only inflames dark memories. Corvus Umbernox says: New Grey Fox. A cow suits you. Me? I'm much happier without him. Members of
the guild joined the faction will still recognize the player, even when the hood is worn. Thus, the commission of crimes against them will lead to the exclusion of the player. Cole does not work on the Shivering Islands. The effects are still present, but no one will comment on Grey Fox, and none of the guards will try to
arrest the character. Highwayman bandits will still participate in the conversation with the player, but will not demand payment. Length: 0:12 Description: Cut guard dialogue Initially, the player could have surrendered like a gray fox when caught by a security guard. Cut dialogue: So, is the infamous criminal giving up? It
requires a holiday! So... pay a fine or serve a sentence. Your stolen things are forfeit. Cowl is great for use for Vile Lair, especially for those who have little to no shame and those who don't want to accumulate shame. Appearance Senior Scrolls IV: Oblivion Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, that is, at
no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Grey Cowl Night is a DLC-sized mod for Senior Scrolls V: Skyrim and Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Special Edition, which adds new ground to explore and
about eight to ten hours of gameplay that revolves around puzzles and stealth. Despite the fact that the mod never forces the player to use stealth, it certainly rewards the player for adapting the hidden game to the end. The contents of the show background story edited Gray Cole Night was handed to Corvus Umbranox
Champion Cyrodiil in the last days of the third era, making them Grey Fox. But in his final days, Champion does not consider anyone in the Thieves Guild worthy of being the next Grey Fox, and therefore expresses his desire to hide Grey Cole in a place where only a worthy thief or Dragonbourne could find him. At the
request of the champions, Corvus Umbrandox (with the help of Chancellor Okato) secretly comes up with a way to test the ability of the man ready to take Grey Cole. Since then, decedents Umbranox have been waiting to lead Dragonborn to Grey Cole Night. After the theft, Dragonborn has a vision (called the Call of
Grey Cole) which shows the Dragonborn location of the dying Umbranoox, Sevjana Umbanoox. Sewiana shrugs and the search for Grey Cole from Nocturnal begins. Features Edit fully voiced the fashion quest with approximately eight to ten hours of gameplay. Get your hands on unique knowledge from previous Elder
Scroll games. The main line of quests, along with Side quests and Misc. quests, is mainly focused on stealth. Travel to different places of Syrodil and Hammerfell. New land in Hammerfell with more than a dozen places to explore. New custom soundtrack. Explore three new spells. The questsEdite CharactersEdit Arenar
Esdrecus Cayo Umbranox Seviana Umbranox Syloria Peleu LocationEnit mod adds a new land, Alik'r Desert, which is part of Hammerfell. This new land is available after a few hours of gameplay. The Alik'r Desert has dozens of new places. Some of the important ones are mentioned in the table below. Supplementing
ModsEdit See AlsoEdit Grey Cowl night Easter Eggs It's my latest fatigue about Skyrim Modding and I did it very ... Big! Will you be worthy for Grey Cole Night? We'll see! Requirements This mod has no known dependencies other than the basic game. Permits and credits This mod is Nexus exclusive only. PLEASE
DON'T DOWNLOAD THIS MOD ELSEWHERE. Please fulfill my wishes, thank you very much in advance. Translators are welcome. Make your preferred translation of my fashion, and publish it on Nexus by adding a link to my fashion page. Permits to use my assets are granted, but only if you use MY MOD AS
MASTER FILE. You don't have to unpack the BSA, and take the same files for your mods. Please, if you use something from my fashion, be sure to give me credits and a link to my mod on your fashion pages. - AntstubellHe was (is) my English Teacher. He decided all typos and offered me some grammar
improvements. Thank you very much.- Francisco Pozo 'DJ FranKy EHP' / ETeRNaL HeAvEN PRODUCTIONSA is a fantastic guy who has followed me in all fashion design, by identifying bugs, beta testing, fixing English words and phrases, and offering his voice to the NPC used in the main quest. He also translated my
mod into Spanish. If you need a meticulous betatester, a voice for your fashion, and/or a translator in Spanish, then Frankie is the best choice! Facebook: a fantastic guy who is Italian like me. He also has another voice for the NPC main quest. If you need a good video review of your fashion, then Shinji72 is the right
choice. Facebook: Voice of a Mad Woman. This guy is a very talented voice actor. Nexus Profile: GuidiThe voice of Sevian Umbranox. Fantastic woman with a talented English speech ship.- tx12001 I must say, say, You're to this guy for helping me about Lore.- Voice Acting Power SquadA is a fantastic voice team of
actors. They gave me a voice: Molag Bal: @elijahlucianLady Syloria: @kaelajoGordon: @ithechadWebsite: GrensirAn is an amazing musical creator. I've used many of its soundtracks under resolution and you'll listen to them in almost every place you visit in my fashion. Web : BuckleyFor granting me permission to use
his amazing soundtracks under CC on 4.0 license (Additional Music). Webiste: www.scottbuckley.com.auYoutube: Some textures used in fashion are downloaded from CGTextures.comFrom on the license page. The obligatory line to be added here: One or more textures on 3D models have been created with images of
CGTextures.com. These images cannot be redistributed by default (I), please visit www.cgtextures.com for more information. Not to be misled, this means that you can't get the textural files directly from my fashion and then use it for your purposes. You have to download them from cgtextures.com for free.- Oaristys and
Tony67For outstanding modder resouce package (used some of their assets)Link: for the following resources (used some of his assets): New Plants Resource Package: Resource 2018Stroti: s Cactus Resource: Hlp, Silav and SharlikranFor are sure to have a tool for TES5EditLink modders: www182For 3DS MAX NIF
PluginLink: Nifskope teamFor they are sure to have a toolLink: skyfoxFor his NifUtilsSuite toolLink: This mod is a choice in receiving Points Transfers : TeamSK (PT-BR) Grey Cole Night Russian Author: UkrDragon Grey Cowl Night - Russian translation UkrDragon Portuguese Author: BR4NC01 Grey Cole Night -
Traducao PT-BR Portuguese Author: Thehanted Grey Cowl Night BR Traduzido brasil Turkish Author: TRueLeGenDL Night Residents - TOF Polish Author: anathema83 Grey Cole night Polish translation spolszczenie Another author: MannyGT Grey Cole from Nocturnal_Chinese Translated by German Author: mannygt -
Gunter525 -OM - Grey Cowl Night - Deutsch French Author: MannyGT Trad Floyd2099 The Gray Cowl - ITA Italian Author: ag1963 Grey Cowl night Italian translation French author: MannyGT- Traduction nominee Akaime Grey Cowl Night - Traduction Francophone Changelogs - Main quest script reworked - Many
scripts reworked - Improved performance - Visual Improvements - New Places - Desert Area More Visually Interesting - New Dungeon - Many Optimizations - Sheogorath Awaits You - Scenario for Grey Cole Redesigned - Fixed amulets when used in dummy - Fixed texture problems for walls in Skyrim area - Fixed
problem Gray COWL OF NOCTURNAL v1.1 Changelog - Problems Solved - Bug #1 Fixed: Fixed Error #2: Fixed #3 Error: Fixed Error #4: Wrong floor plane (refID: b036cbe) in cell 11.10 (Ben Eray location) Fixed error #5 : Music in the Forgotten City can also play in Skyrim. Fixed bug #6: Some users reported
missing/wrong textures on towers located in The Eye Cyrodiil Fixed bug #7: Improving compatibility between The Fashion Footprints and some sand dune assets Fixed bug #8: Wrong version for script manny_GF_ShakeAreaScript #8 - DELETED Fixed error #9: Few script fragments unus #10 ed VTA5zpOCsy4 Fixed
error #11: Added more controls to the scenario for the side search of the Praetorian Dwarven Cores Fixed Bug #12 Answer: Fixed Error #13: Wrong Schedule on Duty Package for Telrav Fixed Error #14: Umbra inventory model clips through his name box Fixed bug #15: Elven Club inventory model 1 incorrectly corrected
error #16: Elven Club's equip/unequip sounds that sword instead of mace Fixed bug #17: Right eye cold harbor inventory description says that to see everyone. Should be changed to seeing everyone. Fixed bug #18: Names of the right and left eye Coldharbour should be capitalized Fixed Grammar typos and made
some improvements Fixed some voice dialogues Champion Cyrodiil - Improvements and new features - Improved main trigger quest Improved Candle Puzzle (colorblind-friendly) Improved City Ben Eray with new assets and textures Improved many scenarios for better compatibility with other mods added detailed quest
logs for the main quest and repeated dialogue with Umbranox Journals Syloria Caio No #1.#2,#5 and #6 now placed in random chests (!) - #3 and #6 remains in their old place. Added desert wolves and added tiny searches associated with them. Added Purchased Horse The Loft for Player Home Improved Sound Effects
for Ancient Vision Spell Added another soundtrack for the Al Shedim area and Dungeons Added soundtrack when you take the Grey Cole Added Credits show and soundtrack at the very end of fashion. Seville's house moved elsewhere to make better compatibility with Dawnguard DLC Donations as direct donations and
and Membership donations are accepted by Available Translations: (The trailer is a bit old, many food changes after the release) THE WARNING This is my last fatigue about Skyrim Modding, and I did it very ... Big! Will you be worthy for Grey Cole Night? We'll see! HISTORY For a long time no one claimed the Gray
Cowl of the Night. The latter was champion of Syrodil in the last days of the Third Era. But what happened after the spillway crisis? Where is Gray Cowl now? You are a thief and during the theft and pickpocketing of items around the world, vision appears before you. Gray Cole is on the phone. A great journey has
begun... Where are you going to go now? Many places are waiting for you. Legendary places, mysterious places, ancient places that need to be cleared of the sands of time. Grey Cole wants you. TO-DO before THE TAKE READ PART The first rule of a good player in the fashion game: Make a new save game before
installing a new mod. Do it or blame yourself if something goes wrong. This mod has something to suggest that should be considered during the gameplay. The first and most important of them is to fire all your followers because some places are only for the player. I don't script anything about an automatic dismissal of a
follower because many of you use a modded follower system. I highly recommend firing them because you may have unexpected glitches as disappearing followers reappear and possibly disappear forever. By the way, in the middle of the journey, you will realize that there is a way to recruit again your followers. My
suggestion is to do first, a basic quest, alone. All other misc quests can be done with followers if you want. Another supposed thing is that you already know that you are Dragonborn. I haven't added any conditions to the start of the trigger quest because many of you don't play basic Skyrim searches. Level 30-35 is ideal
for gaming), as well as have good skill points and perks for sneaking (most importantly) and pocket theft (this can be tweaked during gameplay if you have a good eye). Some bosses are tough, especially those that involve side quests. My mod may be finished with a barbaric class too if you want, but thieves/killers will
be completely satisfied in this fashion. It's big enough, you can consider this mod as a DLC size 1. Gaming time will be from 8-10 to more hours, depending on your class, gameplay style, etc. again, I must say, thieves/killers will fully enjoy this mod. There are several famous places to visit, two lands, including an island in
the Coldharbour area, and a hidden and isolated area of Hammerfell. Do you really need to know where to start? Really? Ok... Just steal or pickpocket any item. Good question. I'll say YES and NO. As many of you already know, Champion Cyrodiil, during the game Oblivion, became Sheogorath. The original scene of
the ending of this fashion, was planned in a different way to fit Lore. But I had to change it, all, because I didn't wait for anything, for almost two months, because the guy voice actor, who was supposed to be Sheogorath, didn't send me voice files. I was very bored, so the ending would be a little strange for the knowledge
of purists. In short: I assume you should not consider Shivering Island DLC oblivion. Maybe one day, I'll release the Director Cut Edition of this fashion, but don't ask for any ETA for any possible further release of it. I'm sorry (and I'm sad too). Despite all these things, let's enjoy the fashion! From v2.0 mod, finally, Lore-
Friendly. You have to play mod to the end and you will see yourself. TECHNICAL INFOS This mod contains many, many, many new assets such as new grids, new sounds, new textures and new voices. You will see new dungeons, new houses and new landscapes. All of these 3D assets are made of their own, except



for a few things that I will credit to the authors, in the following lines below. This mod is released as ESM. I'll appreciate (and I would love too) that other modders would like to mod my mod by adding new things like new dungeons, new quests, etc. Order loads not really important, just place it after the last official DLC
(after Dragonborn, for example) and unofficial patches (not so much necessary). This mod does not require any official DLC, SKSE, SkyUI, nor any other. Although compatible with them. Just need an updated version of Skyrim (last 1.9.32.0.8). This mod is too big to be unidentified without problems. You can use a tool to
savvy the game script to clean up your savegame, but I don't give any support for that. This mod should be compatible with everything except mods that edit the same cells in the Skyrim space. Please don't make a classic question Is this mod compatible with..... Check your own compatibility with your favorite mods. If
some of your preferred mods require patches, then ask the authors of this fashion. I won't make any patches for any other mods. All new, including light patterns and image spaces. This includes new climatic conditions and weather conditions too. Some dungeons are deliberately dark to see, especially one of them, that
is in step-black lighting. If you have an ENB configuration that makes the internal cell darker, then it will cause your screen to turn black and you won't see anything. Just turn off the ENB temporarily if it happens. In addition, some internal cells have a skybox enabled and, again, some ENB configuration will make the
visual look too dark, so disable the ENB again. FAME (CREDITS) All the people below written were really precious to my mod:- AntstubellHe was (is) my English teacher. He decided all typos and offered some improvements to grammar. Thank you very much.- Francisco Pozo 'DJ FranKy EHP' / ETeRNaL HeAvEN
PRODUCTIONSA is a fantastic guy who has followed me in all fashion design, by identifying bugs, beta testing, fixing English words and phrases, and offering his voice to the NPC used in the main quest. He also translated my mod into Spanish. If you need a meticulous betatester, a voice for your fashion, and/or a
translator in Spanish, then Frankie is the best choice! Facebook: a fantastic guy who is Italian like me. He also has another voice for the NPC main quest. If you need a good video review of your fashion, then Shinji72 is the right choice. Facebook: Voice of a Mad Woman. This guy is a very talented voice actor. Nexus
Profile: GuidiThe voice of SevianA Umbranox. Fantastic woman with a talented English speech.- tx12001 I have to say thank you to this guy for helping me about Lore.- Voice Acting Power SquadA fantastic voice cast team. They gave me a voice: Molag Bal: @elijahlucianLady Syloria: @kaelajoGordon:
@ithechadWebsite: GrensirAn is an amazing musical creator. I've used many of its soundtracks under resolution and you'll listen to them in almost every place you visit in my fashion. Web : BuckleyFor granting me permission to use his amazing soundtracks under CC on 4.0 license (Additional Music). Webiste:
www.scottbuckley.com.auYoutube: Some textures used in fashion are downloaded from CGTextures.comFrom on the license page. The obligatory line to be added here: One or more textures on 3D models have been created with images of CGTextures.com. These images cannot be redistributed by default (I), please
visit www.cgtextures.com for more information. Not to be misled, this means that you can't get the textural files directly from my fashion and then use it for your purposes. You have to download them from cgtextures.com for free.- Oaristys and Tony67For outstanding modder resouce package (used by some of their
assets)Link: for Resources (used some of its assets): New Plants Resource Package: s resource package: s Cactus Resource: Resource: Edhildil for its camel nets: Hlp, Silav and SharlikranFor are sure to have a tool for TES5EditLink modders: www182For 3DS MAX NIF PluginLink: Nifskope teamFor their must-have
toolLink: its Ni fUtilsSuite toolLink: BIG THANK LINES - For all my friends at Bethesda Softworks Creating Kit Forums: For all my friends at Dark Creations for their support and made me a member of the Beyond Skyrim project. - For all my followers on my Facebook page, who believed in me and in this mod: For
Bethesda to create Skyrim and create Kit. PLEASE DON'T DOWNLOAD THIS MOD ELSEWHERE. Please fulfill my wishes, thank you very much in advance. Translators are welcome. Make your preferred translation of my fashion, and publish it on Nexus by adding a link to my fashion page. Permission to use my
assets is granted, just add credits to me and add a link to this page. Page 2 Return to Sotha Sil and enter the unfamiliar side of TES knowledge as you join the ranks of mysterious chronographs in this fully voiced DLC-sized fashion quest that adds over 10 new quests, a few new armor and weapons, sprawling
dungeons, unique boss fights, and more! More! skyrim gray fox cowl location. skyrim gray fox cowl mod. skyrim cowl of the gray fox walkthrough. gray fox cowl skyrim se
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